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Český rozhlas is the public radio company of the Czech Republic, and it’s unusual in the European 

Broadcasting Union (EBU) for the enormous number of radio stories it offers on its Web site for anyone 

in the world to play and download, free of charge. If you go to www.rozhlas.cz today, you will find over 

1.1 million stories. Almost 450,000 of them are audio files you can listen to. You can also download 

many or most of them to your smart phone and then carry them around and play them anywhere you 

go... in your car, while you jog or wait in line, to your friends or students. You can use Český rozhlas to 

learn the Czech language and to learn about life in the Czech Republic and about Europe and the world 

we live in today from the perspective of Czech radio journalists and their guests. Also part of Český 

rozhlas is Radio Prague, which broadcasts to audiences beyond the Czech Republic in five languages, 

English, German, Russian, French and Spanish. It has a team of professionals in each of these 

languages. They produce their own stories, which you can find on Radio Prague’s own Web site and its 

archive at http://radio.cz. 

 

Online public radio on the scale of Český rozhlas is like a science fiction novel come true. It can serve 

and change a global diaspora—the Czech diaspora—and like any good science fiction novel, Český 

rozhlas online keeps us thinking and imagining what we can do with it and where it can lead us. The 

United States and Texas are a big part of the Czech diaspora ever since small peasants and tradesmen 

began coming here in the 1850s for cheap farmland and independence. One hundred and fifty years 

later, many of their descendants are still interested in the Czech Republic and the Czech language. So 

are many other kinds of people and for all kinds of personal and practical reasons. It’s an interest and 

identity that still motivates people and brings them together, as we see in the Czech Education 

Foundation of Texas (CEFT) and in the university programs it supports in Austin, College Station and 

Denton. And we see it in the new museums in Houston and La Grange, in the Czech Heritage Society of 

Texas, and in the old SPJST fraternal benefit and the Sokol mind-and-body societies. 

 

Český rozhlas as a User Interface and Online Archive 

 

The European Broadcasting Union, in Geneva, Switzerland, is the “largest community of public service 

media organisations in the world” and has 73 members in 56 countries. Each of these 73 radio and 

television broadcasting companies has its own kind of user interface on the World Wide Web, and they 

also vary a lot by access and archive. The user inteface is what you see when you go to the broadcasting 

company’s address, or URL, in your Web browser. 

 

Český rozhlas lets users open its entire collection of 1.1 million stories. To do this, you simply click in 

the search window in the upper right corner of the home page, the one marked “Hledat” (i.e., “search”), 

and hit return, without entering any search terms. Český rozhlas, we can say, gives you everything when 

you search for nothing. But it doesn’t tell you this. It’s a trick I discovered myself in fall 2013, and since 
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then I’ve tried it everywhere else as I’ve explored the public radio Web sites in Slovakia, Austria, 

Germany, Poland, Ukraine and Russia. None of them, I found, allow you to execute a null search. 

 

Czech Radio let’s you do it and then displays its entire corpus of 1.1 million stories on your screen. 

From here, you can choose one of three subsets. If you want to read, you can choose “Články”: that’s 

almost 700,000 articles. For over 200,000 news reports, you can click “Zprávy.” Or, if you want to 

listen, click “Audia,” and you get almost 450,000 audio files. The same choice of articles, news, audio 

files or all three together comes with any search, and you can rearrange any result set by date, from 

newest to oldest, or keep the default order, which is by relevance. 

 

Enter “Texas,” and you get over 1,400 results. Over 80 of them are audio files. Many are editions of 

Czech Radio’s Radiožurnál news program with segments on events in Texas, like the April 2013 

chemical explosion in West or the April 2014 shootings at Fort Hood. Much of the Texas coverage is 

about violence. You can also explore how Český rozhlas sees Czech Texas, in stories on Christmas 

traditions, Czech Prime Minister Sobotka’s November 2014 visit, Czech place names in Texas, and why 

the people Czech Radio calls “our Czech countrymen in Texas” speak so little Czech, as if language 

persistence after emigration were something normal in the second and later generations. In fact, it’s not, 

as migration scholars have shown us. The stories about violence and the Czech language could become 

provocative in the productive sense of inspiring some among the “countrymen in Texas” to seek a dialog 

and maybe even collaborations with Czech Radio. 

 

Another way to search, different from the complete freedom of keywords, is by program. Český rozhlas 

now airs 390 programs, and you can see them by clicking the iRadio tab at the top of the home page. A 

new user interface appears, again with a search window for your keywords, but now with two more 

windows, the left one for choosing one of Czech Radio’s seven national, twelve regional and four 

archival stations, and the right one for choosing one of Czech Radio’s 390 programs ... and if you click 

the box marked “show programs no longer aired,” it’s 1,103 programs! You can scroll through them all 

to see their titles or quickly get to any single title, since they’re listed alphabetically. You will find many 

programs for interviews, news, commentary, the arts, science, health, everyday life and children. If you 

choose one and click “Hledat v archivu” (search in archive), you get all of the program’s episodes and a 

search panel that allows you to limit them by time period, choose among them by author or choose only 

those available for download. You can also reverse the display order to see the episodes from oldest to 

newest, and you can click a link to see the program’s own Web site, where you can read about its 

purpose, history and authors. 

 

Downloading makes Czech Radio as remarkable as the null search that gives you all its 1.1 million 

stories. Generous downloading and freedom to download! Czech Radio is a real beacon for all who 

yearn to download. So far, from Germany and Austria to Poland and Russia, I found no other public 

radio that lets you download any audio files. Here in America, our own National Public Radio lets you 

download some, but it’s far less generous than Czech Radio. Also, NPR stories tend to be short, just a 

few minutes each. At Czech Radio, the stories are much longer, from 20 to 50 minutes each. 

 

The World ... as Seen from Český rozhlas  

 

Czech Radio is another way to learn about the world. Its otherness is an alternative for those of us here 

in America who don’t want to confine ourselves to our domestic media and to media in English. Ever 

since I came to America at the age of seven, almost fifty years ago, I’ve lived every day in more than 

one language. It’s a need, like air or water. Too much time in one language makes me feel confined. 

Escaping into another makes me feel free. When I went to school, I came home to speak Czech with my 
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parents. Now my wife and I come home from work to talk Russian, her native language. Languages are 

not simple equivalents, like a left glove and a right glove. You can never actually translate one into 

another. Languages are different ways of being ourselves and different ways of looking out at the world. 

It’s more like one is a pair of gloves and another is a pair of sandals. 

 

About mass media, I learned these lessons of confines and freedom later, in the fifteen years since I 

began commuting three hours a day. Like many people, my wife and I fell into long commutes so we 

could both pursue productive careers. It also made me feel “commuted,” the ambivalent new word I 

found for what was a radically new experience of confinement: body fixed in the driver’s pose, mind 

fixed on hands, foot and road, three hours a day. The closest way to freedom was the car radio, where 

National Public Radio was a way to keep imagining and learning about the world while I drove. Until I 

began to feel confined again. For one thing, I wanted to learn more about Europe and Russia, but on 

NPR the stories not about America were about Iraq or Afghanistan. 

 

I discovered Czech Radio online in fall 2013, after I taught a spring course at Texas A&M’s Department 

of International Studies on global migration. I played NPR stories about migration in my classroom as 

conversation-starters. The students loved it, and their praise made me wonder about public radio 

elsewhere, since NPR left out so much of the world. Discovering Český rozhlas became a life-changer: 

now I always carry twenty or so stories on my smart phone. So, I can listen to either Czech Radio or 

NPR, and together they make my commutes feel shorter. 

 

To avoid the news and myopia, to see more clearly how the world is changing, I download the daily 

twenty-minute Svět ve 20 minutách. Here, different Czech Radio journalists choose and describe the four 

or five most important new investigations and analyses from the world’s online media. In twenty 

minutes you can hear what the London Economist, Hamburg Spiegel, Moscow Kommersant or even 

Budapest Népszabadság wrote about Europe and Russia, or what public radio in those and other 

countries said. It’s an oppenness to the world I don’t find at NPR. Could it be that more of the world is 

visible from a small country? Could it teach us to look beyond our own media and to question our open-

mindedness in America? 

 

I won’t say ČRo is better than NPR. Just that having them both gives me the freedom of choice. I would 

be even happier if I could download public radio stories from Germany, Russia and the other countries. 

Like NPR, Czech Radio sometimes frustrates me and makes me feel confined. Coverage of Germany is 

too thin for a small country next door that relies on economic integration with Germany for so much of 

its prosperity. The political correctness is less stifling than in Germany but still piled too high. You can 

actually hear critics of uncontrolled immigration on Czech Radio, starting with President Miloš Zeman, 

who is himself a target of criticism. I can enjoy more stories about Russia than on NPR—Russia matters 

more to Czechs than to Americans—but their tone is often harsher. Sometimes it sounds like schoolboys 

whose teacher assigned them Ronald Reagan’s Evil Empire theme from 1983. Why not rather explore 

Russia as a country much like and unlike any other, where people live ordinary and extraordinary lives? 

 

Then there’s the still unresolved neurosis about the Czech people’s own Communist past. When I 

discovered the oral history program Příběhy 20. století (Stories of the 20th century), I at once imagined 

a great diversity of lives, some that make you feel good, some ordinary, certainly not all tragic. But the 

many stories from the Communist years, 1948 to 1989, were all told by victims. The Communist state 

committed many crimes, but it also tried to improve the lives of working people with education, 

housing, health care, full employment, the things some Americans call “entitlements.” Most people were 

not victims. I grew up listening to my parents recall coming of age with their friends in perfectly happy 
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circumstances in the 1950s, when they felt lucky to be living in a country like Czechoslovakia. I do not 

find stories like theirs on Czech Radio. 

 

I still listen to the victims’ stories avidly. Suffering is something we all know, and it connects us to the 

storytellers, from simple people with their own genius for words to the popular Prague priest Tomáš 

Halík, who recalls students and intellectuals before and after 1968 with his much-admired and cultured 

narrative style. And victims, least of all Czech victims, are not at all estranged from humor: in 1966 the 

police put much of their time and talent into an operation to round up and crew-cut young men with long 

hair. In Czechoslovakia, the street word for hippies was máničky, a hilarious take on “Marie,” the 

common girls’ name. The young people struck back at the police: they gathered and chanted Vraťte nám 

vlasy! ... “Give us back our hair!” 

 

Like NPR and public radio elsewhere in the world, Czech Radio is full of gems that will dazzle you. 

Příběhy 20. století is now over 1,300 stories, each one 47 minutes long, a new life story every week 

since the program began in 2006. Another gem is Goranka Oljača and her My a oni (Us and them), a 

program about immigrants in the Czech Republic and about Czechs out in the world. Goranka Oljača 

came to the Czech Republic as a refugee from Bosnia, from the wars that destroyed Yugoslavia, where 

she worked for Radio Sarajevo. My a oni, also a weekly program, goes back to 1999 and won the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees media excellence award. Kurds, Vietnamese, the American 

writer and actor Steve Fisher, who calls himself Amík Steve, and people from many other countries tell 

us about their lives on My a oni, and they challenge our ethnocentricity and our stereotypes, often in 

perfect and brilliant Czech. My a oni is a chronicle of migration and diversity in the Czech Republic in 

the 21st century, a chronicle growing larger with meaning since 2015, when people from the Middle 

East and Africa began coming to Europe in masses, 1.1 million of them to Germany in one year.  

 

Český rozhlas and Its Uses in the Czech Diaspora 

 

On the World Wide Web, Czech Radio is full of uses for anyone who understands Czech or wants to 

learn it. Learning, teaching and networking are just the most obvious categories of uses, and they can 

occupy and reward us without end if we want to imagine and try them out. That would be good for us to 

do in CEFT, dedicated as it is to learning and teaching Czech language and culture among students and 

others in Texas. At the University of Texas, tenure-track faculty teach undergraduates Czech. At Texas 

A&M, a graduate student from Brno or Olomouc teaches community classes every semester as a 

Hlavinka Fellow. CEFT could promote Czech Radio to these teachers and collaborate with them to bring 

Czech Radio into the classroom. It could explore ways to do the same at universities that don’t offer 

Czech and even at high schools, because Czech Radio could be a subject and a source for students and 

faculty who want to learn and teach about mass media, journalism, communication, the Internet, Europe, 

globalization and all kinds of other disciplines and interests. Such explorations and eventual 

collaborations could bring more students to the Czech academic programs CEFT supports, and they 

could also bring the CEFT all kinds of new partnerships and publicity. 

 

Students and scholars could go to Prague to pursue their own research interests in Czech Radio’s sound 

archive, and maybe they and volunteers could help digitize and bring more of it onto the World Wide 

Web. Český rozhlas fills an enormous building from the 1930s on Vinohradská Street, just two blocks 

east of Wenceslas Square. It was a target and a place of resistance to the German occupation in 1945 and 

the Soviet one in 1968. I spent a day there in July 2014, after I read an SVU conference paper at the 

University of West Bohemia on Czech Radio. In the basement, I learned more about the radio archive 

from the archivists. It goes back to Czech Radio’s beginnings in the 1920s, when public radio arose in 

most other European countries, while our National Public Radio only appeared fifty years later. The 
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450,000 stories available to us as audio files on Czech Radio’s Web site are all from just the last decade 

or so, the time since the Czech Republic joined the European Union in 2004. So, eighty years of Czech 

Radio, most of the 20th century, remain to be digitized, and planners expect it to take decades. Ideas, 

help and collaboration may be welcome from the United States. Meanwhile, the eighty years of radio 

rest on Vinohradská Street, available to researchers. What stories might they find about the United 

States, Texas and the Czech people who lived there? 

 

Czech Radio could bring students into the Czech program at the University of Texas, and it could make 

the students already there more successful, because Czech Radio is such a vast and living thing, a kind 

of social media and school. Radio can captivate us as much as television or film, but it leaves us free to 

move around. With a smart phone and earphones, radio in the form of audio files is much easier to fit 

into our lives. We have to make time for television or film, but not for radio. So, we can consume much 

more of it and learn much more from it.  

 

The simple search window on the home page is an endless way to explore and use Czech Radio as a 

social media to build our networks and as a school for the things we want to learn about. We don’t need 

to know much Czech to search, just a good imagination for keywords and maybe a dictionary. If you 

want to learn about history, you can search for historik (historian) at www.rozhlas.cz. You get almost 

3,000 audio files, each with an annotation in two or three sentences. It tells you the historian’s name and 

what the interview or story is about. If one of them turns out to be important enough to you, then you 

can find the historian on the Web and take up a conversation of your own. For the word student we find 

over 2,000 audio files on Czech Radio, for Američan almost 700, for výuka (teaching) 600, and for škola 

6,300. Explore Czech Radio for yourself. Use your imagination. Use the null search to see the 150 or so 

new stories Czech Radio adds as audio files to its Web site every day. They’re always on the first 15 

screens. Find new connections to the Czech Republic and new ways to be part of the Czech diaspora and 

to help the CEFT (re)imagine and advance Czech education in Texas. And write to me at d-

chroust@tamu.edu: I would love to learn from your ideas and experiences. 
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